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This second iteration of a light and sound installation offers viewers a dual 
experience that questions the process of how we build our perceptions. 
First, viewers are welcomed to contemplate a dynamic room where beams 
of light move in sync with sound, constantly shifting the intensity of the 
space and allowing the viewer to be carried away into a hypnotic trance. 
The piece offers a behind-the-scenes look from outside the space where view-
ers observe the mechanical aspects of the project, with its low-tech counter-
weight mechanism and rough structural reinforcements.

The spatial changes proposed by the installation occur randomly in real 
time, producing a succession of contrasting perceptions, switching be-
tween order and disorder, between determinism and chance, between mind 
control and letting go.

Emphasis is placed on these transitions - the moments when our perception 
of the world switches from one interpretation to another that is radically 
different. During these moments, the process of building our perceptions 
and breaking our certainties encourages us to renew our view of the world.

The title Inner Space refers to, among other things, a painting by Dorothea 
Tanning shown at the Miro Foundation in Barcelona. It raises the question 
of the reality of the tangible world, and the nature of what is called real, 
deeply marked by the phenomenon of the projection of our own subjectivity.

For this new composition, composer Diemo Schwarz completely reworked 
the dimension of the sound using catart, a software he created at IRCAM, 
the Institute of Musical Research based in Paris. Through the process of 
granular synthesis, the program recomposes in real time the recordings 
of engine sounds into entirely new sounds. The result at times simulates 
actual engine sounds, and at other times, transcends to more ethereal or 
subversive sounds. 

The project continues to challenge the viewer’s perception through the in-
teraction between sound and visual perception, at times matching in inten-
sity; while other times creating contrasting experiences. 

The purpose of the minimalistic construction is not to create an abstract 
work focused on representation, but rather to create a physical engagement 
and perceptual experience for the viewer.
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Artistic intentions :

Several years ago, I found myself particularly enamored with a work by 
Alberto Giacometti. The exhibition contained a series of human sculptures 
similar to his famous statues, but on a reduced scale - just 10 cm high. 
The scenography was designed to keep the viewer at a distance of 2 meters, 
where it became impossible to distinguish the specific features of each char-
acter. I returned to view the project several times, with each visit effecting 
me in a profoundly different way. For the first time, an artist placed me in a 
position to deal with my own subjectivity through a frame left voluntarily 
open. These sculptures by Giacometti encouraged the development my own 
imagination.

The poetic power that I experienced through this work brought on the gen-
esis of the Inner Space project. The installation merging light, space and 
sound is designed for active viewers. It does not make the viewers co-pro-
ducers, in the sense that their presence affects the work itself; but rather it 
offers an unformatted space and invites them to take an active role in the 
creation of their own narrative.

Inner Space plays with the limits of states of perception. It creates very sub-
tle and unforeseen environments with ambiguous light, sound and space 
configurations that encourage the visitors to constantly switch between 
different perceptual interpretations of the reality in front of them. By doing 
so, it proposes to the public an experience near to a trance, a wrench out of 
our “social body” that questions the mechanics of the senses and the roots 
of our identity.
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The Einstein Illusion : our brain interprets this face as a 3D surface pointing towards us, but a slow rotation of it shows that 
it is actually pointing in the opposite direction.



Composition :

In order to achieve such artistic intentions, an entire animated spatial setup was 
designed. It plays with very low light intensity, and with spatial configuration 
that easily introduces confusion within the perception of space. Combinations 
of movement and light variation have the ability to create very ambiguous situ-
ations, such as the person feeling as though the space is moving back and forth 
in front of them.The light, space and sound configurations are controlled via a 
computer that generates in real time scores for intensity and height of each line 
of light, allowing the exploration of different types of composition. The sound 
itself is generated through an evolved granular synthesis process, that uses these 
parameters as inputs. Spatialized in 6 speakers, the sound composition aids the 
creation of numerous ambiguous perceptual situations.

The different parameters of control are generated by stochastic algorithms, mean-
ing that the result of the process is generally never the same. The level of hazard 
introduced in the algorithm evolves over time, creating different setups accord-
ing to a general score that organizes the whole composition. As mentioned in the 
artistic intention, the goal behind the idea of creating different qualitative situ-
ations is to provoke a shift of perception when transiting between one situation 
to another.

Exploring different relations to hazard, some parts of the composition are totally 
controlled, in order for example to have the lines organized in perfect geometrical 
shapes (see dynamic space examples). At some other moments, chance slightly 
affects  the parameters, so there is a subtle disturbance of the organized compo-
sitions which tackles the visitor’s perceptions, bringing into existence doubts 
about what they perceive. At some other point, hazard or chance overwhelms the 
whole composition. Any interpretation of an organized pattern will only result 
from the viewer’s inner narrative. On this last aspect, it is quite thought-provok-
ing to envisage how our mind constantly looks for any kind of organized patterns 
when facing an unknown environment. For example when three different lines 
are aligned in the space, our brain definitely notices it and the cognition leans 
toward the belief that it is meant to be like this. For the duration of the experience, 
the viewer faces different situations, constantly transiting between organized 
and unorganized, between the planned and the unforeseen.
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Dynamic space exemples

Ouverture / Projection Elévation / ImmobilitéDéstructuration / Diffusion

Fermeture / Introjection Direction / VibrationStructuration / Enfermement

2 fragments of an exemple of generated scores for motors positions (there are 8 indepen-

dant lines of light)
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patch inner spaces v2.0 for ligh and motors generative control

overall score

generative light engine

list of inputs parameters

sequencer



Sound Composition The audio portion of the project, presented at Le 
Cube in January 2013, continues with the theme of questioning our per-
ceptions of the real and the artificial, the natural and artistic. The only 
sounds used are the recording of engines. Various sound processing and 
six spatialization channels creates a continuum of possibilities between the 
raw sound of the engines and a dreamlike transformation of the recordings. 
At times, these sounds emphasize the visual movements of the project; at 
other times, the counterpoint.

In late 2012, sound composer Diemo Schwarz created a database of real 
engine sounds, including several individual engines as well as engine 
groups, recorded at all speeds. Schwarz carefully recorded speed values, 
allowing him to automatically find corresponding sounds at certain speeds. 
By using this data the system is able to simulate the sound of engines to 
maintain the perceptual illusion of direct sounds and finally to differentiate 
sound changes or simply to create the spatial tipping points of perception.

The re-synthesis and sound manipulation are carried out by a granular 
synthesis by concatenative corpus software CataRT, created by Schwarz 
and Real-Time Musical Interactions team (IMTR) at IRCAM. CataRT is 
a collection of patches for Max / MSP under a free open source license. The 
sound composition uses the score of the positions of the lines created in real 
time to control the re-synthesis of sound, which is filtered and spatialized 
according to a musical score written in Ableton Live software, synchro-
nized with the system via MIDI.
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patch inner spaces v2.0 CataRT

A scan of various engine speeds
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Technical sheet :

Sound :
A sound system with 6 points and 1 Sub is required. The audio output of 
the sound card connected to the computer that generates the sound is made 
of 6 5mm mono outlets. 

The ideal configuration is 4 powerful speakers placed at each corner of the 
rom, plus 1 Sub behind the project and 2 studio-type amplified speakers 
located on the roof of the project. 

Lighting :
4 projectors connected into a DMX controllable dimmer must be provided 
with a DMX cable from the controller to the control computer.

Régie :
Inner Space is controlled by two computers. These must be available to 
turn the device on and off. According to the exposition configurations, we 
can place the computers at the rear of the project in a secure box or in a 
controlled area provided by the showroom.

Transport :
The project breaks down into 19 wooden panels (max size of 2.8m by 1m) 
and 4 boxes of equipment/tools for a total weight of 600kg. The entire sys-
tem is in a utility-type 12m3 Mercedes Sprinter S
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Dimensions :
Inner space occupies a space of 4m x 3,25m x 2,9 m (the room itself is 2,4 
m high. It is necessary to add the elements on the roof to the overall height 
of the project).

We can adapt the project to other dimensions by reconstructing the exterior 
of the project wherein the light beams are suspended

Exposition Space :
Two exposition modes are possible, either the outside of the project is visible 
or the project is inserted inside an exposition staging.

In the first case, Inner Space must be installed in a “black box” type room 
(minimum size: 8m x 6m x 4m or ideally 12 m x 10m x 5m). Ideally the 
project should be viewed from a distance of 3-4m from the front opening 
of the room.

In the second case, many solutions are possible. Please discuss directly with 
the artist.

Given that the Inner Space project presents phases of very low light that 
require the retina to acclimate, the room must be completely dark without 
any visible light sources. 
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Stemming from his passion for integrating knowledge derived from different dis-
ciplines, Christian Delécluse has established himself in several fields throughout 
his international career as an artist, architect and professor.

Delécluse made his first foray into artistic collaboration while studying in Mon-
tréal, Canada from 1998 to 2004. He developed video and audio projects that 
were incorporated into the world of dance, focusing on the theme of renewing 
perceptions. Once back in France, Delécluse worked as an architect with the 
PCA agency on several experiential architectural projects. Notably, he directed 
the transformation the facade of the CCC in Tours (featured at the Venice Archi-
tecture Biennale in 2008) as well as the installation “Pièce Lunineuse” by artist 
Orlan (presented at the Palais de Tokyo in 2006). In parallel to his activities as 
an architect and artist, Delécluse has been an Associate Professor at the Ecole 
Speciale d’Architecture in Paris since 2009 where he’s been directing several 
final thesis projects about architecture and digital cultures.

Over the years Delécluse has been at the helm of influential collaborations and 
organizations. In 2005 he became president of Anomos, an association created 
to support the emergence of digital culture on the contemporary establishment. 
Anomos produced influential events such as the festival “En:Trance” and “Face 
au Present” meetings at the  Centre Georges Pompidou. The association also 
published the digital arts journal “Anomalie”. In 2007 he co-founded Digital 
Flesh with Armando Menicacci where he developped two influential projects : 
The project “Dans le noir” that uses the actions and movements of the viewer to 
transform an immersive soundscape; while “Under_score” is an improvisational 
choreography system used in contemporary dance performance. Both projects 
were well-received at festivals throughout France and abroad.

Delécluse regularly holds workshops and conferences on issues of digital iden-
tity and the impact of these new technologies on creative processes and on the 
evolution of modern society. He regularly collaborates with a variety of artists, 
musicians, choreographers and architects, specifically on projects involving new 
technologies and trying to renew our perception of the world.
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Christian Delécluse

Diemo Schwarz works as a researcher and software programmer at IRCAM (In-
stitut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique-Musique, Paris) and has been 
working as a musician in improvisation music and as a composer in electronic 
music.

His research focus on interaction between the musician and the instrument, ex-
tending the concept of instrument to any kind of computer based machine. He 
obtained a PhD for his extensive work on real-time concatenative sound synthe-
sis by corpus, on which CataRT is based.

He’s been collaborating with different artists such as Cécile Babiole, Frank Lei-
bovici, Dai Fujikura, Roland Cahen, Aaron Einbond, Fréderic Blondy, and Vic-
toria Johnson.

see http://diemo.concatenative.net

Diemo Schwarz



Press :

-http://www.aqnb.com/2013/01/21/christian-delecluses-inner-space/
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-http://archee.qc.ca/ar.php?page=article&section=texte4&note=ok&no=419&surli
gne=oui&mot=&PHPSESSID=02d234f510ba9ea8781347dc69e46a3a



Press :

-http://www.in-ova.com/retour-sur-la-soiree-dizain-5-codesdatas/
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-http://jocelynequelo.fr/?Composer-avec-la-lumiere-et-le
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